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In contrast to the situation in France​[1]​, information about technical draughtsmen in Britain in the first half of the nineteenth century is elusive below the level of elite individuals. This does not mean that there was no interest in technical education, however. Constant anxiety about trade rivalry with French manufacturers gave rise to a complex cultural debate in which questions of worker education, improvements in machine production techniques, industrial product design, and the development of good taste, were all intermingled and enunciated under the single topic of draughtsmanship. These debates were carried on both by middle class reformers and by artisans themselves, in journals and magazines, in places of education such as the Mechanics’ Institutes, and gaining a particular focus in the Government Select Committee on Arts and Manufactures of 1835-6.​[2]​ Indeed, witnesses from the Select Committee often gave unwitting testimony of draughtsmanship in action even whilst they were lamenting the lack of it. The idea that was set in motion at this time of the ‘apathy’ of British workers and their ignorance of mechanical theory and technical draughtsmanship still has some purchase today (Booker 1979: 130). This perception however is clearly contradicted by the material residue of activity, the visual testimony of technical drawings in archives and publications. With this record, why have the human actors become invisible? This is largely due to changes in the workplace after 1820 that led to the development of the specialist occupation of ‘draughtsman’.

Invisibility
One factor is the British laissez-faire approach to education and professional pathways.  Andrew Saint has claimed rather dramatically that ‘the spectre of Britain haunts the topic of technical education for architects and engineers’ suggesting that a rejection of education by elite engineers and the state is a ‘puzzle’, when combined with Britain’s economic dominance (Saint 2007: 256). But a lack of state institutions and ‘school culture’ doesn’t mean that there was no training or education, just that it’s harder to get hold of information.  In contrast to the range of detailed research into French technical drawing education at different levels in society, nineteenth-century British industrial draughtsmen have not been so well served by contemporary scholarship.​[3]​ Ironically this perpetuates the cloud of mystery generated by the would-be genial, laissez-faire ideologies of the nineteenth century. Although Antoine Picon (2004: 421-36) chides fellow researchers for slipping into detailed empirical case studies, the case of the invisible draughtsmen in Britain suggests that without such fragmenting details, it would be deceptively easy to talk about ‘engineers’ as a single broad class or profession.​[4]​

The specific situation of draughtsmen at work, supporting the research practice of their superiors through creating a body of drawings in an atelier-like structure appears to fit well with the notion that technicians in science and in art (Shapin 1989: 554-63; Becker 1982: ) have systematically been made invisible.​[5]​ So in A glossary of civil engineering (Brees 1841) we see the author introducing a host of useful objects (from ‘abbrevoir’ to ‘wood-screw’), but making no mention of  ‘drawing’, ‘drawing office’ or ‘draughtsman’. Meiksins and Smith have suggested that technicians, in a definition that includes all technical workers from elite ranks to the most humble, have an ‘ambiguous and intermediate’ status in the class formation of modern industrial societies, acting as deputies for capital against broad labour interests (Meikskins and Smith 1987: 235; Smith and Whalley 1996: 27-60). I propose that we can apply notion of technicians inwardly to the microcosm of the technical world, where draughtsmen become as it were the ‘technicians’ of technicians.

Class and conflict
Political and social discomfort also made draughtsmen invisible, in part due to tensions caused by the promotion of worker education by middle-class reformers in the period 1820-1840. Constant political agitation in the period before the Reform Act of 1832 had appeared to unite middle class liberals with working class radicals (Rubinstein 1998: 37-46), hopes that were betrayed when the actual legislation created a ‘crisis of expectations’ (Secord 2000: 68), with benefits only for the most wealthy middle classes, whilst the majority were still shut out from power (Belchem 1996: 59-64). The Mechanics’ Institute movement is often condemned as a conspiracy by ‘middle-class ideologues’ wishing to stifle their former allies by promoting the doctrines of political economy (Berg 1980: 146), prompted by ‘fear and loathing’ beneath the philanthropy (Tylecote 1957: 26) and a desire to control the unruly lower orders (Shapin and Barnes 1977: 40-1).

In this politicised atmosphere a virulent campaign of ridicule was directed against workers and their pretensions to education. Satirical responses to the whole notion of workers’ education included a torrent of variations on the term ‘steam intellect’ in articles and caricatures (Inkster 1985: 1-2; Secord 2000: 41-52). Reactionaries feared education as a spur to outright rebellion. But unlike such dangerous subjects as literature or history, it was widely claimed that drawing classes would calm down political aspirations. (Following the ‘year of revolutions’ 1848, the Art-Journal urged the ‘conservative efficacy’ of art classes in resisting the ‘pernicious doctrines’ of Communism and Socialism The Art-Journal 1849 IX: 3) Equally, the allegedly formulaic version of ‘workers’ science’ in mechanics’ institutes was intended to naturalise the status quo and make workers more docile (Shapin and Barnes 1977: 50).

As well as a denigration of worker aspirations, other commentators were enraged that classes in the Mechanics’ Institutes were reaching the wrong kind of poor person: J.W. Hudson’s mammoth survey of adult education in 1851 railed against the situation in London where: ‘each quarterly meeting was rendered notorious for undignified scenes of boyish boisterousness and disorderly debate: the attorney’s clerk out-talked and ultimately, out-voted the working mechanic’, while the ‘shop-keeper’ fraudulently passed himself off as a ‘worker of fabric’ (Hudson 1851: 52)

So if draughtsmen learned to draw in mechanics’ institutes, they would by various accounts be blighted with low-grade technical knowledge and the quiescent effects of art, thus appearing as uncritical stooges of the system. Or perhaps they were pushy social parvenus, semi-educated but flashy talkers. Many draughtsmen recruited to factory drawing offices after the 1820s had indeed learnt to draw in evening classes at Mechanics’ Institutes (Hudson 1851: 208; Schmeichen 1995: 176-7). This was one of two routes to becoming a draughtsman, the artisan route. Wealthier engineering and architectural pupils and apprentices also worked as draughtsmen as part of their training, but changes in working practices through the first half of the nineteenth century developed tensions between expectations and reality in the draughtsman’s role as it became harder to advance to the top. Looking back to the late eighteenth century, some architects gentrified themselves by using the term ‘draughtsman’ specifically to exclude their employees and potential rivals from intellectual status (Savage 2001: 207).  In engineering the word ‘draughtsman’ as an occupational category came into use later, towards the middle of the nineteenth century, but arguably it reflected in a very similar way changing labour relations and a growing hierarchy of specialisations in engineering (Berg 1980: 153).  In this environment ‘draughtsman’ could not be a neutral term, and the more the word was used to define a limited role in the workplace, the more the workers themselves may have resisted it.

Making marks: practical hints on mechanical drawing
But even though there are reasons why British draughtsmen have become obscured, one can still get evidence to discuss their working practices and the kinds of knowledge and skills they displayed. This is possible even with official sources that sought to show not achievement but a skills deficit. Notoriously this is the case with the Government Select Committee on Arts and Manufactures of 1835-6. Both witnesses and questioners at these hearings agreed over and again that the arts of design could not develop though lack of education in drawing. Evidence was constantly solicited to underline the fact that industrial rivals France or Germany already supported schools of design education for workers, prompted through leading questions such as: ‘Do you consider the English manufactures to be superior as far as regards the manufacture of the goods, but inferior in that portion of them which is connected with the arts?’ (as posed to witness J.Morrison, Select Committee 20 July 1835: 20). But despite such promptings, witnesses such as John Jobson Smith frequently and unwittingly described a seething world of unofficial drawing activity in which manufacturers constantly sought new designs and procured them either from self-taught designers or through getting draughtsmen to steal or copy new designs from others (27 July 1835: 11).

Other sources, journals such as the Mechanics’ magazine or the Artizan give more direct expression to draughtsmen and their aspirations. For example the Mechanics’ magazine was one of the first publications to announce and describe William Farish’s technique of isometrical drawing beyond its Cambridge University milieu (10 April 1824: 66-7).​[6]​ As well as straight lessons in drawing, we can also find draughtsmen wrangling with bumptious high spirits that chime with J.W. Hudson’s scandalised description of ‘undignified scenes of boyish boisterousness and disorderly debate’ (Hudson 1851: 52), for example in a battle waged under cryptic pseudonyms by ‘Alpha Beta’  versus ‘H.M.S.’ on correct methods in perspective construction (January to July issues1827). Alpha Beta heralded his final attack in swaggering style: ‘I could not… suppress a smile at the exulting confidence with which he announces the “complete refutation” of [my] erroneous assertions…’ (1827: 262). 

More serious concerns about a draughtsman’s role and status came forward in an article by C.G. Jarvis ‘Practical hints on mechanical drawing’ (16 February 1833: 334-5).​[7]​ Jarvis noted how draughtsmen soon became disheartened by a lack of praise or encouragement from employers, but he counselled: ‘still I advise you to name any improvements [in machine design] which may occur to you; it will keep your mind active and prevent your sinking into the mere delineator of other men’s inventions’. At the same time, Jarvis allowed himself and his readers a smirk at the ‘want of taste’ betrayed by employers.​[8]​ Meanwhile, reprints of the Reports from the Government Select Committee of 1835-6 prompted angry critical readings of the kind of statement already noted that equivocated and denied evidence of workers’ drawing ability (18 December 1836: 187-8; 31 December 1836: 242-5; 4 February 1837: 323-9).

Company archives of drawings can also be used to get evidence about draughtsmen’s practices.​[9]​ Drawings from even quite well-thumbed archives more normally associated with elite figures, such as the Boulton & Watt​[10]​ (Birmingham City Council Library) or the Nasmyth & Gaskell archives (Institute of Mechanical Engineers Library), can be used to discuss the working practices and aspirations of draughtsmen below this level.

Suites of drawings, for example from the Boulton & Watt ‘El Rapido’ steamer (1841-57) show how draughtsmen gave detailed designs and specifications for a range of forms and devices executed in a range of materials, in wood and metal. In addition draughtsmen often seized the chance to embellish their drawings. One particular outlet was the convention that incomplete forms are denoted by irregular edges, here exploited to decorative and expressive ends through an enthusiastic rendering of the splintered ends of wood, different from those of the metal forms in the same drawing (Birmingham City Council Library MS 3147/5/1187).  Draughtsmen displayed not just a range of drawing skills, but also their cultural capital in an ornamental and expressive way in highly finished drawings used for prestigious naval contracts such as in the suite of drawings for the ‘Virago’ of 1841 (Birmingham City Council Library MS 3147/5/1230). Classical details, rendered naturalistically in pen and wash were worked out and inserted into functional machinery such as the headstock frame sit alongside the almost ‘mechano-biomorphic’ forms of the scheme for disengaging apparatus and eccentric gear in other drawings associated for the same project.

Although many writers have claimed that the well-known rules in the Boulton & Watt’s Soho drawing office demonstrates that it was the control centre in a rational factory system (Roll 1935: 155; Richardson 1989: 160-9), the fussy and somewhat tetchy details quoted in rules drawn up in 1827 to my mind suggest instead that the drawing office (a concentration of young men) should also be considered as a site of potential disruption. Suggestions of a playful and even sparky atmosphere in the drawing office have been preserved both in the day book informal entries and marginal comments, supplemented by the ‘personal drawings’ that also survive, despite the fact that this was a forbidden activity. So although drawing offices do represent an attempt to control work and workers in other parts of the organisation, in the ‘control centre’ itself the concentration of a group young self-directed men, with bodily energies that were not drained by physical labour, disruption and individualism was always present dangers.

Some of the contradictions I have very briefly outlined in the status and aspirations of draughtsmen in the first half of the nineteenth century became more explicit and more pointed towards mid-century. In 1859 a yearlong debate about the duties and status of draughtsmen grumbled forward in the Engineer journal, prompted by a letter of domineering tone: 
Draughtsmen are sufficiently designated by the name. It is the duty of these servants to draw the various parts of machinery in order that the men may be able correctly to execute them, and correctness in design is more necessary than colour and shading which only tends to confuse. A good line and correct measurement are the chief essentials. In foremen’s duties… [he has] to see the workmen do their duty… the drawing being made… he should make the men work to the drawings and not expect draughtsmen to draw to or from work’. (The Engineer 21 January 1859: 45)

Several outraged correspondents responded to this slighting description by insisting that draughtsmen ought to be recruited only from premium paying pupils, so that this occupation would be ‘a society composed of gentlemen’ (The Engineer 4 February 1859: 82). Other draughtsmen proposed instead a more modernizing, ‘professional’ criterion for acquiring status, advocating ‘a strict exam consistent with the profession’.​[11]​  These writers demonstrated hostility to the genteel camp: ‘masters will always object to pay high salaries to draughtsmen whose principal pretensions are those of being a gentleman’ (The Engineer 11 February 1859: 100). And in contrast again a third strand took a more proletarian stance:
Mechanical draughtsmen, like commercial clerks, will become a drug on the market…  One competent person to superintend, and half a dozen boys to make circles, curves and straight lines, will compose the staff of most offices; and when the boys become men and require the pay of men, they will be discharged, to look back with disgust upon a portion of the best part of their life, which they have spent for nought, and which has unfitted them, to a great extent, for active exertions in other walks of life. Their vacant places will be supplied by other boys, to serve awhile and share the same fate. Practical mechanical draughtsmen will die out like the old ‘millwrights’ race of engineers, and they will only be represented by solitary individuals here and there, who have emerged from the obscurity of small shops, where they have designed, and had to exercise their reasoning powers in connection with their constructive ability’ (The Engineer 18 February 1859: 119).

This is the voice of a draughtsman to whom adversity and inferior status are reasons for mutual association with skilled workers such as foremen, not to be denied or blustered away, and acknowledging that being ‘plodding’ and ‘a servant’ had become part of the contradiction of being a draughtsman. At the same time the claims of other draughtsmen for gentlemanly or professional status inflamed conflict within this occupational group, and also brought them into outside conflict with radical positions of ‘artisan resistance’ (Desmond 1987: 77-110), demonstrating the precarious individualism of such marginal middle class occupations (Crossick 1977: 17).

The editors of the Engineer, took a more simplistic line at the end of this debate, and reduced the complexity of workplace changes to a misleading and unfavourable comparison between the ‘excellent draughtsman’ and ‘mere adventurers in drawing’ (The Engineer 30 December 1859: 471); a hapless and unworthy conflation of shiftless gentility and unskilled pretension. The ‘plodding draughtsman’ who could not leave the drawing office thus became a non-person in relation to narratives of professional formation in engineering.

At mid nineteenth century in Britain, draughtsmen’s skills and training made them very difficult to place socially, both in terms of class and occupation. Skilled artisans or self-made entrepreneurs were perhaps acceptable and respectable additions to the social order, but disorderly and boisterous members of the lower middle classes with artistic pretensions may have been much more distasteful creatures, stirring up unwanted recognition of the discomforts and complexities of class and professional aspiration.​[12]​  Mechanical drawing is a technique of industrial production and innovation, often described as a place where theory and practice of material shaping intersect. This conceptualisation is in accord with the way in which pupil engineers worked as part of their training, one aspect of ‘mechanical science on the factory floor’ (Jacob 2007: 197-202) in the early nineteenth century. This notion of three-dimensional materiality is fairly straightforwardly situated in an industrial environment. However the establishment of drawing offices as a separate environment in larger engineering concerns in the first decades of the nineteenth century also formed ‘draughtsmen’ as a separate occupational group. As specialist draughtsmen became confined to the drawing office towards the middle of the century, they entered the two-dimensional Flatland of the paper world. In this environment they were also subject to wider debates about the unique cultural value of drawing as the bearer of good taste. In these culture wars, draughtsmen came under fire from fellow skilled technical workers for being a standoffish snobbish crew (The foreman engineer and draughtsman1876: 19), but also from above, arguably subject to the kind of freezing hostility that Jonathan Rose describes as the weapon of intellectuals trying to maintain a ‘perilous social distinction’ against the pretensions of those just snapping at their heels in the quest for social advancement (Rose 2001: 393-4). The case of the invisible draughtsmen in Britain suggests that without further probing it would be deceptively easy to talk about ‘engineers’ as a single broad class or profession. Instead, draughtsmen should be seen as an example of the divisive fractioning of groups and subgroups that characterise ‘professionalisation’ of engineering in the nineteenth century. 
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^1	 AFTERNOTES For French technical education, particularly of elite engineers firstly in the Ecole des Pnts et Chaussees from 1747 and then after the revolution at the Ecole Polytechnique from 1794 (Picon 1992: 315-6). Such French state initiatives, so alarming to British design reformers in the first half of the nineteenth century, have invited a range of research into French technical drawing education (Edmonson 1987; Alexander 2008; Fox 1974; Day 1987; Weiss 1982). Much recent work (for example Edmonson 1987) has also shown differences of cognitive style between types of technical workers, with mechanics, commercial engineers draughtsmen having different drawing styles, working practices and cognitive styles from the more widely studied elite state engineers.
^2	  Trade rivalry with France after the lifting of trade embargoes in1826 kept alive the ‘myth’ of the superiority of French design (Rifkin 1988: 91), inflamed by a general bewailing of the deficiencies in ‘taste’ amongst British designers and makers of export goods that allegedly damaged sales. Demands for design education amongst workers that reached a crescendo around the time of the Select Committee hearings in 1835-6 (Romans 1998; Bird 1992; Brett 1992; Macdonald 1970; Bell 1963; Tylecote 1957: 38). Meanwhile foreign competitors feared Britain was ahead of them with ‘much peeking over shoulders at Britain, which seemed to be racing ahead in engineering without lifting a finger about technical education’ (Saint 2007: 444).
^3	  Two separate approaches to technical drawing in Britain have shaped this neglect. In relation to celebrated individuals, technical drawing has frequently been discussed as an expression of technological and creative thinking straight from the ‘mind’s eye’ (Ferguson 1977). Otherwise, technical drawing has been given an overriding function of social control. In relation to draughtsmen in drawing offices, any accounts that do exist tend to subsume draughtsmen into a larger body of anonymous and passively oppressed workers. Foucauldian approaches derived from Discipline and Punish (Foucault 1991 [1977]) describe modern industrialising societies as possessing characteristic systems of power with ‘new technique[s] for taking charge of the time of individual existences’ through the development of an internalised self-discipline. (Foucault 1991:157). Hence technical drawing has been described as a ‘common referent’ whose seemingly autonomous objective status was used to evaporate conflict between power groups, (Alder 1997: 140) whilst technical illustration is attacked as a ruse to overawe factory workers (Purbrick 1998: 275-93).
^4	  In relation to celebrated individuals, technical drawing has been presented in the past as creative thinking straight from the ‘mind’s eye’ (Ferguson 1977). Otherwise, and more recently technical drawing has more often been seen as a mode of social control. Below the elite level, technical workers have too often been lumped into one overriding narrative of power, with masters and men polarised as either human agents or ‘mindless operatives’ (Denis 1995: 82), thereby excluding the experience and aspirations of those subjects.
^5	  Although the view that industrial workers became increasing powerless and anonymous has become firmly established, several writers have argued that the very unfamiliarity of certain types of factory work actually demanded increased skills and initiative from workers both in Britain (Pollard 1965: 101-3) and France (Edmonson 1987: 201-2) in the first decades of the nineteenth century. Schmeichen (1995: 167-77) for example has argued that British artisans, having consciously set out to acquire drawing and design ability through self-education actually increased the demand for such skilled industrial labour in the 1830s and 1840s.
^6	  The magazine also published practical geometry lessons (T.S. Davies 23 October 1824: 70-75), answered questions about problems in technical drawing (e.g. how to draw the teeth of bevill wheels in perspective 6 November 1824: 105), or about drawing kit (1833: 191; 239; 262; 356), and accepted frequent contributions from professional draughtsmen (for example with a description of a machine for drawing ellipses and spirals sent in by J. Murdoch, mechanical draughtsman of Mile End, London 26 September 1830: 65-7).
^7	  Jarvis had been Joseph Clement’s chief draughtsman, and was about to enter a contract with Charles Babbage to develop the Analytical Engine (Babbage 1864: 112-41)
^8	  Articles that commented on the aesthetics as well as the mechanics of design, already noted by Jarvis, increased in frequency in response to the Select Committee. For example, a review from Royal Academy exhibition exclaimed: ‘utility is now required to be set off with splendour, who ever thought of looking for elegance in bridges over canals’, whilst admiring Brunel’s drawings for the Brent Viaduct at Hanwell: ‘the arches are truly gigantic; their form is stern and massive; the whole is of a colossal grandeur’ (27 May 1837: 116-9). Meanwhile, draughtsmen-inventors continued to send in short notices of improved mechanical aids for technical drawing, such as ‘J.C’ from Manchester with his dotting pen (19 December 1840: 577-8), or an improved drawing square (14 November 1840: 474-5).
^9	  Not all engineering companies employed draughtsmen, however.  Metal working concerns such as tool makers, railway manufacturers, and other mechanical engineers separated design and drafting functions first (Smith and Whalley 1996: 43), but only if they were large enough. In Britain, most engineering firms remained as small family-owned businesses with weak occupational structures right through to the twentieth century; in such smaller firms, skilled artisan methods in the workshop, not reliant on direction from a central drawing office were most common because this method of working did not need high capital investment (Smith 1987: 83).  There is a shortage of information in general about day-to-day working in engineering (Cookson 2002: 13), even before reaching down to the level of the drawing office.
^10	  The opening of the new manufactory at Soho in 1795-6 is often held to signal a change in Boulton & Watt’s business, when the company took direct control over making the parts for steam engines previously made and built under licence by others (Marsden 2002: 153-7). This made changes in drawing office work; detailed drawings of parts to be made on site meant that the number of drawings attached to the work expanded as well as developing a change in the amount of attention that draughtsmen gave to the objects they were designing. Even before 1796 this approach to manufacturing can be seen in drawings, for example in the detailed parts drawings made for Cockshead colliery in 1793 (Birmingham City Council Library MS 3146/5/246). So drawings from this project specify for example ‘parts will be made at Soho’; ‘the places coloured blue should be steel’ along with written notes of measurements, for twenty and one-sixteenth inches ‘betwixt centres’. And alongside such detailed drawings, the Cockshead colliery drawings also contain overall views of the machinery workings, in full presentation mode, with fine pen lining and transparent watercolour washes to create naturalistic effects of light falling onto the metal machine parts.
^11	  This meritocratic stance is in accord with the notion of professionalisation defined by Reader (1966: 70-1) or Buchanan (1989: 12-5) where elite groups often adopted professional gatekeeping through exams
^12	  Drawing education supplemented informally by private study through additional vehicles of ‘paper academies’ (drawing manuals and other illustrated publications) was remarkably similar for artisans in ornamental trades, soldiers, surveyors, engineers—even middle class school boys and girl—in the early decades of the nineteenth century (Bignamini 1989: 434-50; Bermimgham 2000; Puetz 1999).  Equally, the fluidity of drawing in relation to specialised disciplinary training—drawing education and practice embraced both artistic and technical applications—had the ability to prick both professional and class sensibilities.
